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The task of RQ is to highlight 
the latest thinking in global 
engineering and technology in the 
transportation and clean energy 
sectors and related industries. 

We aim to achieve this by presenting an up-to-
date mix of news, profi les and interviews with top 
business leaders, as well as in-depth features on 
programmes – both from within Ricardo and other 
leading companies. 

Client confi dentiality is of the utmost importance 
to Ricardo, which means that we can only report 
on a small fraction of the work carried out by the 
company. So we are especially grateful to those 
Ricardo customers who have kindly agreed to 
co-operate with RQ and allow their programmes 
to be highlighted in print: without such help from 
customers it would not be possible to present such 
a fascinating insight into the development of new 
products, technologies and innovations.

RQ magazine is printed on paper 
certifi ed as being in compliance 
with the environmental and 
social standards of the Forest 
Stewardship Council ®.
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INDUSTRY NEWS

With Europe’s auto industry reeling 
from factory closures and double-digit 
declines in 2012, and poised for further 
setbacks this year, the 2013 Geneva 
motor show sought to put a brave 
face on a tough situation. Practical 
station wagons and fashionable urban 
SUVs featured strongly among the 
new model introductions, with new 
low-CO2 technologies temporarily in the 
background as automakers refocus their 
eff orts on solutions for the next round of 
emissions cuts.

Two prominent exceptions were the 
innovative hybrid system shown by PSA 
Peugeot Citroën using compressed 
air as the energy storage medium, 

and Volkswagen’s no-cost-spared 
research vehicle for the road, the super-
economical XL1 coupé (above). 

PSA’s Hybrid Air technology, still in 
the development stage, is well suited 
to small and medium sized cars. It 
imposes only half the weight penalty of a 
battery-based system and, apart from a 
dedicated automatic transmission, uses 
cheap and familiar components. The 
system is capable of delivering around 
70 g/km CO2 in a gasoline B-segment 
vehicle, says PSA.

The streamlined magnesium and 
carbon fi bre VW comes at the absolute 
opposite end of the spectrum, packing 
exotic materials and every known 

technology to deliver sub-1 litre per 100 
km (21 g/km CO2) consumption from its 
twin-cylinder, seven-speed diesel hybrid 
drivetrain. Virtually hand built and likely 
to be very expensive, it is nevertheless 
a catalogued production model and is 
sure to be seen as a technological, if not 
commercial, landmark.

Yet by way of evidence that systematic, 
steady development can provide the 
greatest overall improvement, the latest 
versions of the VW Golf Bluemotion and 
Toyota Auris are once again tussling for 
overall CO2 honours in the C segment. 
Five years ago, the battle was to undercut 
120 g/km; today, the diesel VW’s 85 g/km 
compares with the hybrid Toyota’s 87.

Passenger Cars

Market leader’s CO2 commitment
Volkswagen is committing 
to reducing the CO2 
output of its European 
new car fl eet to 95 grams 
per kilometre by 2020, 
declared its management 

board chairman Martin Winterkorn on the 
eve of the Geneva auto show. He added that 

the group already had 245 models under 
120 g/km and 36 under 100 g/km.

VW is the fi rst automaker to publicly 
commit to this target – which takes in all 
its brands, including super-luxury Bentley, 
Bugatti, Lamborghini and Porsche, and 
premium Audi. In addition, said Winterkorn, 
VW would reach 120 g/km by 2015, beating 

its target by a full 12 g/km.
“Now is the time to initiate innovations 

so that effi  cient technologies and 
alternative powertrains can be widely used 
faster. I am convinced this is in the best 
interests of customers, the environment 
and Europe as an industrial location,” 
stated Winterkorn.

Pricey and hand built in 
tiny numbers, the
ultra-economical VW 
XL1 nevertheless
marks an important 
engineering landmark 

The latest in technology, innovation and sustainability across world industries

Passenger Cars

Taxing times
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Highlighting the latest thinking in automotive 
engineering and technology worldwide 

NEWS IN BRIEF

Clean Energy

Hydrogen future mapped out
Up to 50 percent of all vehicles sold 
in the UK in 2050 could be powered 
by hydrogen, predicts an industry 
consortium aiming to kickstart the 
country’s hydrogen economy and 
position the UK as a global leader in fuel 
cell technology. The forecast comes as 
Hyundai celebrates a world fi rst – the 
production of a fuel cell vehicle built on 
a standard production line, the iX35. 
Some 1000 units of the iX35 Fuel Cell 
will be manufactured over the next two 
years and will be delivered to public 
service fl eets in Scandinavia, Brussels 
and other locations.

UKH2Mobility, which includes Hyundai, 
Daimler, Toyota, Nissan, ITM Power and 
Intelligent Energy among its members, 

has developed a roadmap for the rollout 
of a hydrogen fuelling infrastructure 
to enable sales of hydrogen-powered 
vehicles to grow in the UK. Initially, 
some 65 fuelling stations would provide 
suffi  cient coverage for early vehicle 
sales, says UKH2Mobility, with the 
growing number of fuel cell vehicles on 
the road prompting a network of 1150 
stations by 2030. 

By that point, says the consortium, 
1.5 million FCEVs could be on the UK’s 
roads, with annual sales of 300,000 
units, helping reduce annual UK vehicle 
CO2 emissions by 3 million tonnes. Some 
10 percent of new-car buyers would 
be receptive to the idea of a fuel cell 
vehicle, says the group. 

Initially appearing very similar to the 
Renault Twizy, Toyota’s i-ROAD personal 
mobility concept is also electrically 
powered and seats two in tandem, 
protected by a windscreen and a fixed 
roof structure. However in terms of 
chassis configuration and dynamics the 
pair are very different: whereas the Twizy 
has four wheels, with similar tracks front 

and rear, the i-ROAD has a single wheel at 
the rear and is much narrower – 850 mm 
as opposed to the Twizy’s 1400.

The three-wheeled layout allows 
the i-ROAD to lean inwards on bends 
to improve stability and counteract 
the cornering force: the angle of lean 
is controlled by the central ECU and 
actuated via the front suspension.

Twin 2kW motors power the front 
wheels and after a three-hour charge 
the battery delivers a claimed range 
of 50 km. The enclosed roof and side 
panels mean the occupants do not need 
to wear helmets, and Toyota claims that 
the machine’s compact dimensions will 
make it easy to manoeuvre in congested 
traffic, with four able to park in a single 
parking bay.

Motorcycles and personal transportation

i-ROAD takes on Twizy

Volvo safety suite adds cyclist detection
New Volvo models will be able to detect errant cyclists, 
implementing full automatic braking if the rider swerves 
into the car’s path. New software, along with more rapid 
processing of signals from the forward-facing radar and 
camera, has enabled the existing pedestrian detection 
system to be extended to accurately identify cyclists. 
The system will be included on all Volvos with pedestrian 
detection.

Land Rover fi rst with nine-speed
automatic
The fi rst production application for ZF’s innovative 
nine-speed automatic transmission will be Land Rover’s 
fashionable Evoque crossover. Land Rover is ZF’s lead 
partner on the transverse transmission, which is only 6 
mm longer but 7.5 kg lighter than the outgoing six-speed. 
The 9HP unit is manufactured in ZF’s South Carolina 
facility.

Leaf range suff ers in cold weather
Data compiled from more than 5000 individual trips 
among Nissan Leaf owners in North America has 
confi rmed the long-held belief that electric vehicle 
range suff ers as the ambient temperature drops. The 
survey shows a daily range capability of over 100 km 
at 30 Celsius, but at the extreme lows of -25C suff ered 
in Canada and the US North East it can fall as low as 55 
km. Extreme heat also adversely aff ects range, said the 
Fleetcarma survey.

Europe fi nally unifi es patents
Negotiations have taken over 40 years, but Europe now has 
a unifi ed patents system for 24 of its 27 member states. 
Only Spain and Italy have so far dissented, reportedly 
because of language concerns, and Poland refused. Under 
the previous system it was up to 60 times more expensive 
to obtain a patent in Europe than in China.

Air dryer helps save fuel
Meritor WABCO has developed an electronically 
controlled air dryer which can reduce heavy truck fuel 
consumption by up to 400 litres a year. The system 
generates air pressure during  low engine demand 
cycles, reducing parasitic losses caused by the 
compressor diverting horsepower from the engine 
under high load conditions.

Intelligent tyre sensors calculate weight
New-generation tyre pressure technology from 
Continental will be able to calculate the weight of 
the vehicle and warn when the maximum payload is 
being approached. Sensors built into the area under 
the tread are able to work out the area of each tyre’s 
contact patch with the road and thus calculate the 
load on each wheel.

The German city of Mannheim is to play host to a fi eld trial of electric buses that are 
recharged in service, as they travel. Bombardier, a partner in the €3.3m PRIMOVE project, 
is supplying the MITRAC e-bus powertrain and the inductive charging technology, and 
Swiss manufacturer Carrosserie Hess AG will build two buses for the initial trial.

The buses will be recharged wirelessly at bus stops as passengers get on and off : 
so-called “fast opportunity” recharging begins as soon as the bus is in position above 
the charging segment buried under the road surface. The charge receiving system 
is concealed in the bus fl oor. Among the advantages of the arrangement, says the 
consortium, is that smaller and lighter batteries can be employed: the bus can easily 
take on enough energy for the whole day’s travel, and the regular top-ups mean that the 
batteries’ lifespan is signifi cantly improved.

The aim of the scheme is to prove that electric buses can operate daily passenger 
services, even on demanding routes. After an initial 12-month set-up phase, regular public 
services will begin in the fi rst quarter of 2014.

Commercial Vehicles

Wireless e-buses begin city trials
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High performance vehicles

Racetrack rivals raise 
the supercar stakes
McLaren and Ferrari have been squaring up to each other on 
grand prix circuits for as long as Formula 1 fans can remember, 
and since 2011 McLaren has also pitched a roadgoing car, the 
MP4 12C, against Ferrari’s eight-cylinder models. Now both 
contenders have raised the stakes in the showroom with extreme 
top-end supercars showcasing their latest F1 expertise, each boasting 
upwards of 900 hp, top speeds in excess of 350 km/h and costing €1 
million or more.

Notable on both the LaFerrari and the McLaren P1 is the use of race-
style KERS hybridization to improve low-down response and reduce CO2 
emissions; in the P1’s case, an electric-only mode, with a range of 10-20 
km, is also provided. In other 
respects, too, the specifi cations 

make for interesting comparisons. Both use strong carbon fi bre chassis 
tubs and seven-speed dual clutch transmissions: the McLaren’s 3.8 litre 
twin-turbo V8, giving 737 hp, is paired with a single electric motor of 179 
hp, while Ferrari’s 800 hp 6.3 litre V12 uses a 163 hp electric drive motor, 
mounted behind the gearbox, and a second motor to drive its ancillaries. 

Both manufacturers claim top energy density for their fl oor-mounted 
batteries, Ferrari’s weighing in at 60 kg and McLaren’s at 36 kg.

Despite its larger and more complex engine, the LaFerrari posts a dry 
weight of 1255 kg, compared with the McLaren’s kerb fi gure of 1400 kg; 
both make identical claims for acceleration, with 100 km/h in under 3 
sec and 200 km/h in under 7 sec; the McLaren hits 300 km/h in 17 sec 
and has a governed maximum of 350 km/h. In terms of CO2 emissions 
the McLaren gives an impressive 200 g/km: this compares with the 
330 g/km of the LaFerrari in non-electric mode, and an estimated 
220 g/km with the optional low-speed hybrid system in action.

Clean energy

Gas power brings 
promise of CO2 neutrality
The prospect of closing the loop on vehicle CO2 emissions may have 
come a step closer with a new emphasis being placed on compressed 
natural gas power by the Volkswagen group, one of the world’s top three 
automakers.

Announcing the Audi A3 Sportback g-tron at the Geneva auto show 
in March, company managers described the model as a large step 
towards sustainable mobility. The key to this sustainability is not just 
the combination of CNG and gasoline fuelling on the 1.4 litre model, but 
also the availability of CO2-neutral gas produced synthetically using 
renewable energy. The fuel will be made in a power-to-gas plant in Werlte 
in Germany that is the fi rst in Audi’s planned chain of sustainable energy 
carriers. Renewable electricity splits water into hydrogen and oxygen: 
the hydrogen will one day be used to power fuel cell vehicles, but in the 
meantime it is reacted with waste CO2 from a nearby plant to produce 
synthetic methane, which is chemically identical to fossil fuel derived 
natural gas.

Passenger cars

Rolls-Royce shifts 
by satellite

As they glide across the continent  in sumptuous luxury, the 
millionaire customers for the new and stylish Wraith fastback 
coupé from Rolls-Royce are unlikely to be conscious of an unusual 
innovation in action. Uniquely, the eight gears in the Wraith’s V12 
powertrain are shifted with the aid of GPS satellite mapping in order 
to ensure absolute smoothness and maximum effi  ciency.

Satellite Aided Transmission uses GPS data to extend the 
car’s horizon and to allow it to see beyond what the driver sees. It 
anticipates their next move based on location and current driving 
style, then selects the most appropriate gear for the terrain ahead, 
says the company.  Corners, motorway junctions and roundabouts 
are all anticipated in advance, explains Rolls-Royce, meaning the 
vehicle is constantly poised to deliver on its promise of performance.

Racetrack rivals raise 
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VIEWPOINT

For the past forty years or so 
the primary measure of particle 
emissions at Ricardo has been 
Particulate Mass (PM), via fi lter-
based gravimetric sampling of 
the diluted exhaust stream. This 
very pragmatic measurement 
approach was comparatively easy to 
implement and fi rst became part of 
the European regulatory emissions 
framework in the early 1990s, with 
the Euro I regulation. It was also 
highly appropriate to the early days 
of emissions regulation when the 
large volumes of particulate matter 
emitted by the heavy duty diesel 
engines of the day were only too 
visible to the public in the form of 
smoke from the trucks and buses 
plying highways and city streets. 

With diesel engines becoming 
signifi cantly cleaner over the 
years – and amid concerns too 
for the potentially deleterious 
human health impacts of much 
smaller particle emissions of all 
engine types – in around 2002 the 
Particle Measurement Programme 
was started with the objective of 

replacing the fi lter-based mass 
measurement metric. The 
primary driver for this work 
– in which Ricardo played 
a leading role – was the 
inherent inaccuracy and poor 

repeatability of the fi lter-based 
method at the much lower levels 

of PM control that regulators 
wished to mandate. Several years 
of investigations led to the eventual 
identifi cation of the number of 
non-volatile, or solid, particles as the 
new metric. These were targeted to 
provide a method sensitive enough to 
set a regulatory limit low enough to 
mandate eff ective control of carbon 
particles. 

The particle measurement 
programme was extremely 
successful, and Particle Number 
(PN) has now entered the European 
legislative framework alongside 
PM. Moreover, at the low levels now 
being legislated, the accuracy of 
the older PM approach is limited 
to simple pass/fail testing at Euro 

VI levels (10mg/kWh) owing to its 
inability to distinguish the tiny masses 
of particulate black carbon and fuel 
and oil volatiles from background 
levels – which can be, proportionately 
a much greater fraction of the sample 

in comparison to previous generations 
of engines. 

So with PN now fi rmly established 
as the method appropriate to the 
unprecedentedly low particle emissions 
of the latest generation of engines, is 
it time to throw the fi lter paper away 
and rely solely on particle counting for 
future regulation? 

Well, perhaps not quite yet. Despite 
their very low general levels of 
particle emissions, diesel particulate 
fi lter equipped vehicles are likely to 
experience elevated PM emissions 
during active regeneration cycles. 
Moreover, in selective catalytic 
reduction equipped engines, 
incomplete decomposition and side 
reactions of reductants may lead to 
signifi cant contributions to overall 
particle emissions. In both of these 
cases, PM methods would be able to 
distinguish eff ects of volatile materials 
that would not be fully detectable 
through the particle number based 
approach. 

Therefore, with its enduring 
regulatory relevance – at least for Euro 
VI engines – reports of the death of PM 
may have been slightly exaggerated, at 
least for the time being.

Is the number fi nally up for Particulate 
Mass emissions regulations?
Jon Andersson – manager aftertreatment and chemical analyses, Ricardo UK

Motorsport

Nissan’s electrifying 
2014 Le Mans return

Nissan CEO Carlos Ghosn has given a broad hint that Nissan 
could employ electric power when the team returns to the 
Le Mans 24 Hours in 2014. Speaking at the opening of a new 
headquarters for Nismo, Nissan’s competition and performance 
arm, Ghosn said that the Le Mans entry would come under the 
‘Garage 56’ rules for innovative concepts. The all-new race car 
would “incorporate electric technology”, he said.

Nissan offi  cials added that the entry would embody the 
radical spirit of the 2012 Deltawing (pictured), test innovative 
new powertrain technology and provide the Automobile Club 
de l’Ouest (ACO) and the FIA with data to enable all parties to 
evaluate the incorporation of this breakthrough technology 
ahead of a potential return to LMP1 in the future.

“We will return to Le Mans with a vehicle that will act as 
a high-speed test bed in the harshest of environments for 
both our road car and race car electric vehicle technology,” 
said Mr. Ghosn.

Passenger Cars

CO2 
savings 
on track 
for 2020 target
Automakers selling vehicles in Europe are continuing to 
reduce the overall CO2 emissions of their fl eets, with many 
manufacturers poised to beat the 2015 target of 130 g/km 
by several years. The once-daunting 2020 goal of 95 g/km 
now looks within the reach of most producers, too, and even 
stragglers such as Daimler are catching up fast.

These are among the conclusions reached by Transport 
& Environment in its seventh annual report on automobile 
CO2 emissions in Europe. But while the organization praises 
companies such as Fiat, PSA Peugeot Citroën, Toyota and 
Renault for continuing to be ahead of the game, it says Asian 
companies will be the most likely to have diffi  culty in attaining 
the 2020 targets.

More fundamentally, the report highlights a growing gulf 
between the offi  cial type-approved CO2 fi gures and the real-world 
results achieved by drivers in everyday conditions. In Germany 
this gap was some 8 percent in 2001, rising to 21 percent in 2010.

The particle 
measurement 
programme 
was extremely 
successful, and 
Particle Number (PN) 
has now entered the 
European legislative 
framework 
alongside PM

for the potentially deleterious 
human health impacts of much 
smaller particle emissions of all 
engine types – in around 2002 the 
Particle Measurement Programme 
was started with the objective of 

replacing the fi lter-based mass 
measurement metric. The 
primary driver for this work 
– in which Ricardo played 
a leading role – was the 
inherent inaccuracy and poor 

repeatability of the fi lter-based 
method at the much lower levels 

of PM control that regulators 
wished to mandate. Several years 

both our road car and race car electric vehicle technology,” 
said Mr. Ghosn.

Passenger Cars

2

savings 
on track 
for 2020 target
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In this feature we discuss the strong international growth 
ambitions of this leading environmental consultancy as Tony 
Lewin fi rst speaks with Ricardo-AEA’s managing director, 
Robert Bell and then questions Sujith Kollamthodi, practice 
director for Sustainable Transport, and Heather Haydock, 
practice director for Energy and Climate Change 

In November 2012, Ricardo announced that it had acquired AEA Europe, a highly 
regarded environmental consulting business employing 400 specialists based 
at fi ve UK sites. Established for 40 years, and with a strong brand and reputation 
based on scientifi c and technical excellence, the business is now known as 
Ricardo-AEA. It is particularly well known within the UK public sector where it 
provides high-level policy support and advice. Under its new ownership, Ricardo-
AEA stands to benefi t from the extended geographical and market sector reach 
provided through Ricardo’s established global presence. In return, Ricardo-AEA 
provides valuable additional depth and capability to Ricardo’s own off ering in 
areas such as sustainable transport. 

INTERVIEW

Ricardo-AEA provides governments and businesses with 
advice on environmental and energy issues. Judging by the 
questions that these organisations are now asking you, what 
new topics are beginning to concern them?
If you wanted to pick out one area, it would be that of resource 
scarcity and resource effi  ciency. One of the approaches to 
reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions is not simply to 
make things or produce power with ever lower emissions, 
however important that is. Instead, it’s about actually 
consuming less material in the fi rst place. I think that will be 
an important trend over the next fi ve years as it’s a signifi cant 
contributor to the climate change agenda. The other trend 

that will emerge, and which is major for Ricardo-AEA at the 
moment, is the area of water. Again, this is very interactive 
with the issue of climate change.

How do you expect the consultancy’s work to change now 
that it has become part of Ricardo?
I think it will accelerate what we were already trying to do 
before the purchase – which is to grow our international work, 
particularly work for the aid agencies and funders working 
in China, India and developing countries, and our work in the 
private sector. On the international side, whereas we didn’t 
have any physical footprint outside the US, Ricardo has offi  ces 

Environmental

advisor
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in China, India and so on. So, we are seeking to see how this 
additional global presence can accelerate our international 
growth. Similarly, Ricardo is highly oriented towards the 
private and commercial sector, so its skills and contacts 
should help us to speed up that initiative.

How do you approach weighty topics on which your conclusions 
could have a major influence on public policy? What about 
electricity generation and GHG emissions for example?
We are a major source of advice to the UK government 
on, for instance, the legally binding 80 percent cut in GHG 
emissions by 2050 and how the cuts might be most cost-
eff ectively delivered. Factors to consider include what mix 
of technologies might there be, what is the phasing of the 
introduction of those technologies, which need R&D now, and 
which are ready to be implemented now. Also, when looking 
at the GHG contributions from diff erent sectors – electricity 
production, transport, industry – and in our homes, there is 
the question of how much of the overall 80 percent cut should 
each of these contributors bear.

How do you expect this particular example will evolve in 
practice?
A key point is to virtually remove carbon from the energy mix 
by using carbon capture and storage (CCS) technology on 
fossil-fuelled power stations, and increasing the contribution 
made by renewables and nuclear. Once you’ve done that, it 
makes electric vehicles (EVs) a low carbon technology. At 
the moment, most of the electricity used to charge the 
batteries in EVs comes from power stations that burn 
fossil fuels. We understand all of these interactions, so 
we can help with the long-term scenarios – or, when 
the government wants to set a fi ve-year target that is 
demonstrably on the way to that 80 percent, we can give 
techno-economic advice to help inform its decisions. Of 
course, these will be the government’s decisions, not ours. 
And, if it is agreed there is need for extra uptake of a particular 

technology, we can help government with policy development 
to make that actually happen. We can follow up even further 
by measuring and auditing whether that behaviour is taking 
place in practice. So, we provide everything from the techno-
economic advice on how to reduce emissions, to on-the-
ground support in making it happen and monitoring whether it 
is happening.

How do you achieve a balance between expert analysis and 
the outputs of analytical models?
Our models contain a lot of hard data about the costs of 
present and future technologies, and the likely timescales for 
when they will be available. When we are looking at the longer 
term there is a lot of expert judgment, so we will take advice 
from a wide variety of stakeholders. Our reports on such 
projections will frequently be peer-reviewed by universities or 
people appointed by the government. 
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Ricardo-AEA provides 
high-level advice 
for governments on 
major issues such as 
GHG emissions from 
the power generation 
sector; all-electric 
vehicles such as the 
Nissan Leaf (below) 
will be important in 
the longer term once 
the power supply is 
decarbonised
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Sujith Kollamthodi
Practice Director for Sustainable Transport, Ricardo-AEA

Have you at Ricardo-AEA been involved 
in drawing up the next set of vehicle air 
pollutant standards (Euro 7) and carbon 
dioxide (CO2) regulations for the next 
decade?
Detailed work on the development and 
analysis of possible Euro 7 standards 
hasn’t really started yet, but research 
avenues are being pursued to identify the 
best ways to regulate vehicle emissions in 
the future. We have been involved in the 
ongoing development of the passenger 

car CO2 regulation, and there is work planned to understand what 
level of targets might be required post-2020. We have a major 
contract with the European Commission to provide technical, 
evidence-based advice on that topic. Our work is focused on the 
technical analysis of what might be feasible: what the Commission 
then does is make a political decision based on the results of our 
analysis.

Which comes fi rst? Do you work back from the position we need to 
be in 2050 to work out what’s needed for 2025, or do you go by what 
is technically feasible?
It’s a bit of both. When the passenger car CO2 regulation was fi rst 
developed, there was no long-term CO2 reduction target for the 
transport sector; the regulation came in when the industry was not 
achieving what was promised under the earlier voluntary agreement 
on car CO2 emissions. To date, it’s mainly a case of looking at what 
might be achievable in the short term.

What is in store for the next generations of models?
The Commission is just starting to look at 2025. I think you can 
only look in that way – short to medium term. Slightly longer term 
might be better, but so much can happen between now and 2025, 
for instance, that it’s diffi  cult to set those longer term targets. You 
wouldn’t want to set specifi c CO2 emissions targets for the average 
car of 2040 today, for instance.

Do the US targets for 2024 give Europe an incentive to look further 
ahead? 
Yes they do, and the 2025 timeframe is very much rising up the agenda 
now in terms of the EU starting to think about possible targets. 

What might those new targets be? Does the path of necessity 
converge with the industry’s development path? After all, recent 
progress has been much faster than expected.
There will always be a tension there, but you could imagine that the 
target might possibly fall into the range of 60-70 grammes of CO2 per 
kilometre by 2025 – but more detailed work on this topic still needs 
to be carried out. As well as determining if that is feasible, we also 
have to understand what cost these types of targets will incur for 
the industry. 

The recent rise in NOx emissions has been causing some concern. 
Do you see this as an unintended consequence of the present 
European legislation? 
It is a surprise, in that the technology for controlling NOx emissions 
had been expected to work in a diff erent way. Some of the new NOx 

technologies have not performed as well as expected under real-
world conditions. A key determinant has been the duty cycle under 
which these technologies have been tested: a new test cycle is being 
planned and I know that the European Commission is keen to know 
how this maps onto real-world conditions. Certain legislators are 
feeling a bit caught out by what has happened.

Aside from NOx, what are the main issues under discussion right now?
Most of our clients are in the public sector and so are concerned with 
policy issues. In the road transport sector, we are doing some work 
with the European Commission looking at funding issues for Europe’s 
motorway networks. This is the big issue across Europe: how do we 
fund our transport systems? Tax revenues are declining, the funding 
available for maintaining our roads could decrease in future years; 
we need to transition to a low-carbon transport system and we need 
to convince consumers to adopt new technologies. 

Major deals around fuel-cell vehicles have recently been announced 
between two sets of car-making groups. Does this signal a revival 
of interest in hydrogen as a road fuel?
I think it’s a case of manufacturers very sensibly leaving their options 
open because whilst we must reduce GHG emissions from vehicles, 
it’s not clear today that EVs are the only answer to that problem. We 
don’t know if EVs will remain a niche market for urban-type vehicles 
or whether, in the medium term, you will be able to produce batteries 
that will take you longer distances at an aff ordable price. So, it’s 
sensible strategy not to put all your eggs in one basket. We also 
know that for some types of vehicle – such as heavy-duty vehicles – 
electric power is not going to be the answer.

“A key determinant has been the duty 
cycle under which these technologies 
have been tested: a new test cycle is 
being planned and I know that the EC 
is keen to know how this maps onto 
real-world conditions. ”

Covering all the bases: 
Hyundai iX35 is the 
fi rst fuel-cell vehicle to 
be built on a standard 
production line 
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How detailed can this information be?
We have the most sophisticated optimization models and a 
lot of data we can input, as well as expert judgment; we are 
experts at using these models. We use the output from the 
models to advise not just UK government but, say, a city or even 
a private sector company about what its economic GHG savings 
might be in the nearer term, say fi ve years out, and how best to 
achieve that target. We use tools called marginal abatement 
cost curves, which have very detailed data about hundreds of 
diff erent technologies and their cost-eff ectiveness. It will tell 
you, ranked in order, which would be the cheap ones to install or, 
indeed, which might be economically positive to install because 
you could save more energy over fi ve years than the cost of 
installing them. It goes through to break-even technologies 
and also more expensive technologies. So, the low-hanging 
fruit will be on the left hand side of the graph and the high-cost 
initiatives on the right. The higher you want to set your reduction 
target, the more you will have to go to the right hand side.

What does your model tell you about the outlook for electric 
cars? Is the recent knock in confi dence just a minor blip in a 
rising trend?
I do see it as a blip. Our modelling shows that, for the next 
several years, EV penetration will be quite small and that there 

is a lot being done to improve the effi  ciency of conventional 
internal combustion engines. That is important for the next 
decade, but once the electricity supply has been decarbonised 
pure EVs and plug-in hybrids could have higher penetration. 
As evidence for the interest in the technology, we won a job 
last year for the US Federal Highways Agency to look at the 
infrastructure implications of EVs.

Energy security and risk: how do you approach a 
far-reaching issue such as this?
The energy production sector is a very signifi cant one when it 
comes to reducing the nation’s GHG emissions. We know a lot 
about the emissions of diff erent types of power stations and 
diff erent types of coal and gas; we have also done work on the 
lifetime emissions of these. We carried out an authoritative 
study on the lifetime emissions of nuclear power and found they 
were still small. We have also done work on the environmental 
eff ects of ‘fracking’ (hydraulic fracturing) and the types of 
control that would have to be put in place to exploit gas derived 
from it in a responsible way. We came to the conclusion that 
there were no showstoppers, but that a carefully thought 
through regulatory framework would be needed.

How important is gas in the energy picture towards 2050?
Even before fracking came along, our models were predicting 
that gas will be a very important part of the solution right up 

Ricardo-AEA 
projections 
(above) for UK CO2 
emissions shows 
major reductions 
in all sectors, most 
especially residential, 
which could become 
carbon-negative by 
2050; hydroelectric 
power, including 
tidal generation 
(left), could be an 
important part of the 
UK’s renewables mix 
by 2025 

“We are a major source of advice to the 
UK government on, for instance, the legally 
binding 80 percent cut in GHG emissions 
by 2050 and how the cuts might be most 
cost-eff ectively delivered”

Least-cost trajectory for reducing total UK CO2 emissions by 2050
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to 2050. But it is gas with CCS. The answer for the electricity 
industry by 2050 could be, roughly speaking, one third nuclear, 
one third fossil fuel (including gas with CCS) and one third a 
whole variety of renewables. And if unconventional gas, for 
example gas from fracking, is the cheapest form of gas, no 
doubt the model would choose that.

Do you feel positive that there will be a viable CCS solution?
These issues are at the heart of the debate across the world. 
What must be understood is that technologies such as CCS 
are not needed today, so some opponents will say that the 
technologies are not economic. It doesn’t have to be economic 
now. There are lots of things we can do in the next 10 or 20 
years on the way to 2050 using present or close technologies. 
Our models are saying that, based on the best information we 
have on the likely success of R&D (and therefore the improved 
cost of CCS), we would be looking for an impact from that 
technology by 2030. There will be ups and downs, but we 
believe CCS will be an important part of the solution – but not 
for another 10 to 15 years.

Can you develop a mechanism to account for the 
GHGs embedded in manufactured goods imported 
into the country? 
This could turn out to be one of the big trends. To date, the 
framework for all of our UK emissions measurements and 
targets has been the amount of GHGs produced in the UK to 
heat us, transport us, provide power and to make things. It 
could be argued that we are meeting our targets in the UK 
simply by exporting our manufacturing to China and then 
importing all those goods. We’re consuming more and more, 
but it doesn’t show up in our GHG emissions – it shows up 
in China’s. We are beginning to do work on what exactly this 
eff ect is. If you looked at what Britain’s embedded GHGs are, 
not what is produced, how diff erent would the score chart 
look? If that gained sway as a new way of looking at things, 
then that would be a major upheaval in the debate.

You have just launched smartphone apps aimed at the 
consumer market. What is the thinking behind this move, 
which seems quite a departure from Ricardo-AEA’s normal 
consultancy business?
As climate change, resource effi  ciency and air emissions rise 
further up the agenda, we are no longer seeking to give the 
results of our consultancy only to experts, which might have 
been the case ten years ago. A wide variety of people – be 
they the public, CEOs, CFOs, very senior civil servants – have 
to understand what is happening because these issues are 
becoming a key part of the economy and the fabric of an 
industrial society. We feel that it is becoming more important 
to get the information out to a much wider variety of 
stakeholders and we have to get it out in an easily accessible 
and transparent way. Therefore, we are investing in a data 
and information management team which is getting our 
information out via everything from websites to social media. 
The fi rst app, in the area of air quality, gives people with health 
problems immediate information on the air quality prospects 
in their area or wherever they might be travelling to and 
advises them on whether or not they need to take action. This 
is a growing trend and I envisage that we will produce more of 
these in due course.

Do you ever get a call from Downing Street for immediate 
advice or does most of your output come in the form of 
heavyweight reports and research?
To be frank, it tends to be the latter. Our position in the market 
isn’t really that of a think-tank or NGO. Governments tend 
to value our very robust, data-driven, fact-driven, techno-
economic analysis. So, when they want to analyse a question 
or support a point of view with very hard analysis, that’s when 
they come to us. Our analysis is often uploaded onto the 
relevant government department’s website on the day of the 
policy announcement as part of the underlying supporting 
evidence. That is our edge: hard techno-economic analysis 
when diffi  cult decisions have to be taken. 

Robert Bell – managing director, Ricardo-AEA
Robert Bell was appointed Managing Director of Ricardo-
AEA in November 2012 when Ricardo acquired the assets of 
environmental consultancy AEA Europe.

Bell has worked in this fi eld for over 15 years, holding several 
senior positions in the AEA Group and being MD of AEA Europe 
prior to the acquisition. Prior to becoming MD of AEA Europe 
in 2011, he spent a substantial time in the US engaging 
with Federal Government clients of AEA’s former subsidiary 
companies there. 

Smartphone 
application (below)
giving real-time 
information on UK air 
pollution is just one 
of several innovative 
developments 
bringing Ricardo-
AEA data to a wider 
audience

Off shore wind,
today seen as 
expensive, will gain 
in importance
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Heather Haydock
Practice director for Energy and Climate Change, Ricardo-AEA

What are the major issues you are dealing 
with at the moment?
In terms of Government policy, it’s trying 
to balance supply of energy with demand 
and trying to replace ineffi  cient, older 
power stations quickly enough while still 
developing a pathway to the GHG reduction 
that we need to achieve. So, replacing the 
infrastructure is important, but at the same 
time the pricing of new technologies and 
the way they are introduced to the market is 
also important.

Is the current low price of carbon signifi cant or just a distraction?
It is a problem at the moment; it’s at an all-time low and this isn’t 
providing an incentive to adopt low carbon technologies. As there is 
still a lot of low-cost potential in other parts of Europe, there won’t 
be much of a driver in the whole [carbon] mechanism until that 
potential is used up. In my view, it might have to come from other 
programmes and incentives – the Climate Change Agreements 
we manage with the UK Government are perhaps one example. 
Working sector by sector, and agreeing targets and performance 
improvements, provides an additional fi scal benefi t; it’s tailored to 
the sector, not just a one-size-fi ts-all price mechanism. 

So is the problem more than just that of the carbon price?
It’s energy prices, too, as well as awareness. At the moment, the 
carbon price is relatively much lower than the energy price, but the 
energy price is still not high enough to stimulate people to take on 
board measures that would be cost-eff ective. People complain a lot 
about the energy price, but it does not necessarily drive them to do 
anything to reduce their energy use.

Is the new principle of carbon accounting a 
potentially fertile ground?
We do see an opportunity around the whole carbon assurance 
agenda. In the UK, there is mandatory carbon reporting coming this 
year for companies listed on the Main Market of the London Stock 
Exchange. That may well lead to further requirements to report for 
companies that are not currently listed, and we already have the 
Carbon Reduction Commitment (CRC) – which mandates carbon 
reporting of a sort. We helped to develop the CRC for Government. 
Therefore, our position in some of these areas is strong and we 

are well placed to then follow this into the private sector and do 
more work helping companies to report on it and help them achieve 
reductions in their emissions. We now fi nd ourselves competing 
with accountancy fi rms moving into the carbon space. However, our 
advantage is that we are technically a lot stronger than them.

With potentially cheap unconventional gas on the horizon, how 
could these mechanisms keep aggregate GHG emissions on their 
downward trajectory?
If unconventional gas were to signifi cantly reduce gas prices, then 
that could have an impact. The issue at the moment is cheaper 
gas prices in the US, which aren’t yet driving cheaper gas prices in 
Europe. This puts pressure on European industry, which is exactly 
why a global carbon price deal is what is needed. Just addressing 
the European carbon price doesn’t get you very far. In fact, related 
to this, we’re working on a new project to develop legal and technical 
options for linking the European Union’s Emission Trading System 
with emission trading systems in, for example, Australia, California 
and China.

Are you optimistic or concerned about the future 
path of global GHG emissions?
With every year or decade that goes by without any sign of global 
emissions peaking or starting to decline, you have to be concerned 
about it. There is a lot of action on the ground now in developing and 
middle income countries, which there wasn’t before – so this is an 
optimistic sign. But this is just the beginning of something and levels 
of emissions are continuing to rise. There’s a lot of progress being 
made, but it is still minimising the growth in emissions rather than 
actually turning things around so that emissions begin to decrease. 
That’s the challenge and it’s not being driven by global agreements, 
but by those countries individually recognising that they need to do 
something. 

Is there anything resembling a silver bullet in all this, 
a skilful fi x that people can agree on?
Unfortunately not. It is a whole range of diff erent activities that 
are appropriate to each country and each sector. It’s a question 
of nibbling away at a lot of diff erent things and decarbonising the 
power supply is a big component of that, but by no means the only 
thing required. The emission reduction pathways will look diff erent 
for diff erent countries. 

Will those nations who have decided unilaterally to reduce their 
carbon output remain in isolation?
There are certain countries and regions that are trying to take a lead, 
and the UK is one of them. The Committee on Climate Change, the 
2050 targets, the carbon budgets, the tracking and monitoring – all 
these things are quite unusual and not something other countries 
are doing. The UK’s emissions are only two percent of the global 
amount. Therefore, these activities need to work as a gearing eff ect 
– to convince other countries it is possible to take action, and to 
continue to grow the economy and provide services to people while 
still reducing carbon emissions. That’s a much more powerful story 
than simply telling other countries what they should do.

“We do see an opportunity around the 
whole carbon assurance agenda. In 
the UK, there is mandatory carbon 
reporting coming this year for 
companies listed on the Main Market 
of the London Stock Exchange ”
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Delivering high-quality cars to an 
increasingly demanding global market 
has never been more challenging. With 
recession still hitting hard, automotive 
manufacturers in the premium sector 
are under increasing pressure to improve 
quality, add value and reduce CO2 
emissions. In the last few years Jaguar 
Land Rover has delivered one of the 
most successful turnaround stories in 
the world, shrugging off  the hard times 
by producing a continual stream of fresh 
premium models and achieving its best-
ever sales fi gures.

Jaguar Land Rover has ambitious plans 
for growth and is investing heavily in new 
products and technology. One particularly 
important project was to integrate the 
new I4 Ti 240 four-cylinder Jaguar engine 
with the XF and XJ luxury sedans for the 
2013 model year. 

Business rationale
Demand is growing, especially in 
emerging markets, for smaller capacity 
engines, and Jaguar was keen to meet 
that demand as soon as possible. “There 
are big tax incentives in some countries,” 
explains Jaguar Land Rover director of 
powertrain engineering, Ron Lee. “China 
has a capacity-based tax and you are 
at a disadvantage when your principal 

off ering is a 5.0 litre V8. So producing 
2.0 litre derivatives moved us down two 
or three levels of taxation and made 
us much more competitive. We also 
sell a lot of cars into Far Eastern urban 
environments, where people can’t use the 
full performance of big, powerful cars.” 

This would be the fi rst time a four-
cylinder gasoline engine had been fi tted 
to either car and as the I4 Ti unit has 
previously only been used in transverse 
applications (Range Rover Evoque and 
Land Rover Freelander as the GTDi); it 
would have to be rotated to fi t the north-
south confi guration of a Jaguar. To date, 
the larger XJ has been equipped with 
V6 and V8 gasoline engines and the XF 
additionally fi tted with the 2.2-litre 
I4 diesel.

Integrating a four-cylinder engine 
into cars engineered for V-confi guration 
engines is a substantial task if the 
same essential vehicle attributes are 
to be retained. “NVH is a particular 
challenge because cars built for high 
performance tend to have a very stiff  
front structure, tyres and springs; there’s 
little compliance and consequently [there 
is] a sensitivity to vibration particularly at 
idle,” says Lee. 

“When we decided to go down this 
path, we were already committed to 

Agile thinking delivers today’s 

Jaguars Jaguar Land Rover has transformed itself into one 
of the world’s fastest-expanding manufacturers 
of luxury cars – and Ricardo has helped contribute 
to that success by providing crucial engineering 
support for an important project that provides 
an entry ticket into an entirely new sector of the 
market. Jesse Crosse reports
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The new inline four-
cylinder engine is 
paired with ZF’s eight 
speed automatic, as 
shown in dashboard 
display (below); in 
addition to power 
train integration 
work, Ricardo also 
provided assistance 
with prototype and 
production builds 
(below right]

delivering a lot of other projects but 
this gave us the opportunity to expand 
the business very quickly,” added Lee. 
“We had to increase capacity rapidly 
to accommodate another programme. 
We already have a good history doing 
complete powertrain installation 
programmes with Ricardo; we’re located 
close by and Ricardo was able to pull in 
global resources rather than drawing on 
the same pool of people we were trying 
to bring in at the same time. All of those 
factors made it a really good fi t for the 
two businesses.” 

Strategic supplier status
A strategic supplier relationship was 
agreed between the two companies. 
This would go beyond the usual supplier 
relationship, with dedicated Ricardo 
teams being allocated to the project 
and integrated very closely into the 
Jaguar Land Rover framework. Ricardo 
people operated both on site at JLR and 
from a dedicated JLR Project offi  ce at 
Ricardo’s Midland Technical Centre, and 
the process was fast-tracked through 
company management. To achieve this, 
Ricardo was able to draw on its global 
resources, pulling in specialists from the 
Czech Republic, Germany and the United 
States offi  ces to get up and running 
in weeks rather than months after the 
green light was given. 

Ricardo was assigned a wide range 
of responsibilities. These included 
component design, development and 
validation, vehicle package management, 
CAE simulation to validate robustness 
and attribute performance, management 
of thermal validation testing and 
calibration test trips, and management 
of the prototype test fl eet. Ricardo 
was also granted access to the Jaguar 
engineering computer network to allow 
design releases to be made directly into 
the system. 

The scope of the work encompassed 
powertrain, chassis and electrical 
systems engineering, taking in 
cooling, exhaust, fuel and air 
intake systems, as well as 
vehicle packaging, thermal 
management, engine calibration 
and a crucial aspect of the installation, 
NVH refi nement. The inline four-cylinder 
engine, though extremely refi ned, has 
completely diff erent characteristics 
to V-confi guration engines and 
care was taken to ensure Jaguar’s 
scrupulous levels of refi nement were not 
compromised.

19-month programme
Ricardo started work on the project in 
July 2010, with engineering sign-off  
for the XJ scheduled just 19 months 
later in February 2012 and start of 
production set for a few months after 
that in July. Production of the new XF 
would follow in September. 

“We started from nothing, pulling 
together a large team over the course 
of a few weeks to pick up all of the 
powertrain and chassis content plus 
some of the electrical systems 
work from Jaguar Land Rover,” 
explains Ricardo product group 
director, Graeme Stewart. “We 
then took full ownership straight 
away for the requirements of the 
Jaguar Product Creation System. 
The contract was deliverables-
based, so the risk was ours in that 
respect. Our engineering content was 
delivered into the Jaguar Land Rover 
systems as if we were an extension of 
Jaguar Land Rover itself.” 

This required full integration of 
the Ricardo and Jaguar teams, and 
an important aspect of the project 
was the cultural integration of the two 
groups. “In my experience it was quite 
diff erent to how projects usually operate 
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As well as the 
physical packaging, 
the new four-cylinder 
engine required 
work on the cooling, 
intake and exhaust 
systems and careful 
calibration to match 
the high expectations 
of Jaguar customers 

“China has a capacity-based tax and you 
are at a disadvantage when your principal 
offering is a 5.0-litre V8. So producing 
2.0-litre derivatives moved us down two or 
three levels of taxation and made us much 
more competitive” 
Ron Lee, Jaguar Land Rover director of 
powertrain engineering 

with outsourced partners,” said Steve 
Wellstead, Ricardo project director, 
Jaguar Land Rover programmes. “Quite 
often you end up with summit meetings 
to review how the project is going and 
then the parties go away to get on with 
the job independently. This was a much 
more interactive relationship.” 

The arrangement also made it easier 
to deal with unforeseen events such 
as when changes were needed. Weekly 
‘PCMs’ (project control meetings) 
with the programme and engineering 
leadership from both sides “managed 
the scope and change content and made 
sure everything was on track,” explained 
Stewart. 

Jaguar Land Rover 
Gateway process
Ricardo is well known for its powertrain 
work, but this project would cover many 
diff erent aspects of the whole vehicle 
in order to make it work as a system. 
Ricardo was briefed on how the Jaguar 
Land Rover Gateway process works, as 
all the separate elements of Jaguar Land 
Rover – from purchase and fi nance to 
internal programme management and 
manufacturing – all understand what 
they will get from the other groups. “We 
needed to deliver into those gateways in 
the same way,” said Wellstead. “Because 
of the short timescale, the product 
development engineering gateways, 

where the bulk of our work lay, were much 
more aggressively timed than usual,” 
added Stewart.

So what exactly was involved? For 
the powertrain, Ricardo had to deal 
with everything required to integrate a 
powertrain into a new vehicle, including 
the intake and exhaust, cooling and fuel 
systems. Engine calibration was included 
in the remit, with its impacts on vehicle 
emissions, as was driveability and the 
on-board diagnostics. 

The base engine remains essentially 
unchanged from the Land Rover 
applications. But this was the fi rst use 
of it in a north-south confi guration, 
and that impacted on several of the 

Jaguar Land Rover where the bulk of our work lay, were much 
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ancillaries and the intake and exhaust 
systems. CFD and FE analysis was 
required to engineer these, and although 
the task was to replace a V-confi guration 
engine with what, on the face of it, was a 
smaller inline engine, in reality there were 
some packaging constraints. The inline 
engine is taller than the V engines, which 
impacted on the fi t of the top cover and 
the packaging beneath the hood line. 

Although the core engine may be 
narrower, the turbocharger mounted on 
the exhaust manifold actually makes 
it quite wide. The exhaust packaging 
(down as far as the underfl oor exhaust 
system) formed a key element of the 
project, as did the charge air cooler 
system which is not present on the 
existing gasoline-engine cars. Although 
the XF has already been fi tted with the 
I4 diesel engine, a diesel turbocharger 
runs a lot cooler than that of a gasoline 

engine. The package space on the 
exhaust side of the engine is relatively 
small and the steering column runs 
down that side too, so careful thermal 
management of the higher temperature 
gasoline turbocharger was important 
and the design of heat shielding was 
critical. 

A two-stage approach involved 
shielding the exhaust system between 
the primary and secondary catalyst 
to reduce radiated heat. A secondary 
benefi t of the heat shielding is more 
effi  cient catalyst light-off  and, because 
the exhaust system layout diff ers 
signifi cantly compared to a transverse 
installation, durability had to be 
rigorously tested. “We used CAE to start 
with and then rig tests and physical 
tests to establish that,” explained 
Wellstead. Jaguar’s own whole vehicle 
testing in hot and cold climates (in 

Spain, US and Canada for example) 
then further validated the work done by 
Ricardo.

Driveability
To deliver vehicle level driveability 
Ricardo’s engine calibration team worked 
closely with Jaguar Land Rover and ZF 
transmission calibration teams. “This 
was a collaborative process, particularly 
important when we were fl ying cars 
around the world. The Jaguar, ZF and 
Ricardo teams all needed to be present 
to ensure we were not throwing solutions 
over the fence to one another,” explains 
Wellstead. The engine is physically 
connected to the transmission via an 
adapter plate engineered by Jaguar, 
and the specifi cation of the torque 
converter was changed to match the 
characteristics of the I4 engine.

Intake and exhaust noise was a 

Jaguar’s new 
four-cylinder gasoline 
engine will be 
especially important 
for the tax-sensitive 
Chinese and European 
markets. Here a full 
range is shown: XJ 
with V8 gasoline 
power, XF Sportbrake 
diesel and XF 
gasoline sedan
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particularly important area and was 
developed by the NVH team at Ricardo to 
Jaguar specifi cations. “The intake side 
was relatively straightforward but the 
exhaust side less so,” said Wellstead. A 
number of development loops for the 
muffl  ers were needed to get the exhaust 
characteristics right. 

The bigger challenge, though, was the 
driveability and the eff ect of a relatively 
small capacity engine in a larger, 
premium vehicle. Customers may be 
used to driving a large displacement V 
engine, so care had to be taken to avoid 
any perceivable turbo lag, for example. 
“The Jaguar vehicle evaluation team 
would ultimately approve the vehicle 
attributes and team members spent a 
lot of time with our calibration engineers 
to understand how we could change the 
driveability characteristics, particularly 
in the low-speed phase of the drive,” 

adds Wellstead. “Ultimately, we got 
good feedback from the independent 
assessors in the manufacturing team 
who take cars out and do a more 
customer-focused audit in the fl eet 
testing towards the tail end of the 
programme.” 

Exceeding customer 
expectations
The tests yielded positive feedback 
about how well the cars drive. In 
particular, said Wellstead, “we found 
it exceeded customer expectations in 
that they expected less from a smaller 
turbocharged engine before they had 
driven it”. Some large vehicles with small 
engines can feel sluggish or ‘stretchy’ 
at low speed, or may be slow to respond 
to the throttle before delivering the 
full launch. That is not a feature of this 
engine. “Good, responsive, boost control 

is an important factor, as is the way the 
engine torque is delivered in response 
to driver input; all this is matched to 
the transmission calibration,” explains 
Wellstead. 

Again, successful collaboration 
between the Jaguar, ZF and Ricardo 
teams was essential here. “We couldn’t 
allow the transmission to force the 
engine into a situation where it physically 
couldn’t deliver any more torque. The pair 
need to be perfectly matched.” 

Although neither bodyshell could 
be re-engineered in any way, chassis 
components were adapted to take the 
new engine. Delivering NVH attributes 
required switching to inclined engine 
mounts and changing damping 
characteristics between idle and dynamic 
mode. The particular focus here was to 
ensure the idle was suffi  ciently refi ned 
for a premium product. The use of a 

“Good, responsive, boost control is an important 
factor, as is the way the engine torque is delivered 
in response to driver input; all this is matched to the 
transmission calibration” 
Steve Wellstead, Ricardo project director, 
Jaguar Land Rover programmes
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“From a business standpoint, we’ve 
achieved what we wanted to achieve in the 
time frame we wanted to achieve it in” 
Ron Lee, Jaguar Land Rover director 
of powertrain engineering 

smaller engine could not be allowed to 
compromise the premium quality of 
the product and the NVH would have 
to match that of the V-engine gasoline 
cars in both front and rear seats. Cabin 
boom and vibration are not acceptable 
attributes in a Jaguar. 

Defi ning Jaguar brand 
character 
As Lee said, NVH was an important 
aspect of the project. The NVH team 
at Ricardo was charged with delivering 
the required levels of refi nement not 
just on a measured, technical level, 
but subjectively to deliver the defi ning 
character of the brand – or what Jaguar 
engineers call ‘Jaguarness.’ 

“You can measure attributes but the 
other side of the coin is the subjective 
feel we had to correlate with the Jaguar 
teams to make sure our opinions 
matched,” explains Wellstead. That 
process was made easier by having 
very experienced people in the Ricardo 
team, who are used to rating vehicles 
and understanding what is good and 
bad for various manufacturers. The 
engineers are adaptable and were able 
to quickly understand what Jaguar 

wanted. That meant the work could be 
completed ‘right fi rst time’ before being 
forwarded to the Jaguar evaluation 
team for its approval rather than 
having to consult its members all the 
time. “That really takes the load off  the 
Jaguar team, which is the reason they 
outsourced the work in the fi rst place,” 
says Wellstead. “They need to have a 
trusted group of engineers who can 
come up with a solution that matches 
what they want.”

 The ride characteristics got a similar 
treatment with the attribute team 
defi ning spring and damper tunes to 
suit the new powertrain installation. The 
Ricardo team then delivered the solution 
through the component manufacturer 
and validating that the end result 
matches the original requirement. 
Working with suppliers, Ricardo also 
took ownership of the starter motor, 
alternator and relevant wiring harnesses 
on the vehicle. 

“The primary challenge here was 
making sure that the modifi ed harnesses 
didn’t drive change back into the existing 
car,” Wellstead continues. “Clearly, things 
like body harnesses need to be common. 
That was really the theme for the whole 

integration process. We had to avoid 
driving change back into any component.” 
Other modifi cations involved the physical 
specifi cations of the alternator and 
starter motor mounting to suit the north-
south installation.

The job did not fi nish with engineering 
development work, however. Ricardo 
went on to provide support for prototype 
and production builds, with a separate 
team of launch engineers helping with 
the prototype pilot line at the Jaguar 
Land Rover Engineering Centre and the 
production line at Castle Bromwich. 
This aspect was quite detailed, with 
Ricardo engineers hunting for any issues 
with fi tting new parts in real time and, 
if something came up, managing it 
immediately. 

The project has been a great success 
and the cars are now winning customers 
in the global marketplace – particularly 
in emerging markets like China. “From 
a business standpoint, we’ve achieved 
what we wanted to achieve in the time 
frame we wanted to achieve it in,” 
concludes Lee. For Ricardo, it is another 
box ticked and an already successful 
relationship is moving from strength to 
further strength. 

The brief to the 
Ricardo NVH team 
was that the use 
of a smaller engine 
could not be allowed 
to compromise the 
premium quality of 
the vehicle and that 
NVH would have to 
match that of the V8 
gasoline models
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In early 2012 the results of a Ricardo-led research study 
investigating technologies for improvement in rail diesel fuel 
effi  ciency, carried for the UK Department for Transport, were 
published. This work, which was reported in RQ Q1 2012, involved 
a comprehensive review of technology packages that could be 
applied either in retrofi t form or to new rolling stock orders, for 
the various classes of diesel powered rolling stock operating on 
the country’s rail system. Applications ranging from passenger 
multiple units to freight locomotives were considered. 

A particular area of focus for this research project was 
upon the rail freight sector. Owing to the concentration of 
electrifi cation on selected trunk intercity routes, a very large 
proportion of freight movements require the use of diesel 
traction. The backbone of the UK’s rail freight locomotive fl eet 
is the EMD Class 66 vehicle, the design of which dates from 
1998 and which was itself based partially upon the Class 59 
initially introduced to the system in the mid-1980s. 

At the time of the study the brake specifi c fuel consumption 
of the two-stroke engine of the Class 66 was not available, so 
Ricardo instead produced its own estimates and used these 
as the basis of comparison for a range of technologies that 
could be applied to improve the locomotive’s fuel effi  ciency. 
Recommendations for possible improvement included 
features such as the implementation of a start-stop system 
similar to that incorporated in many small city cars today. 
For locomotive use, such a system would enable the main 
propulsion engine to be automatically switched off  during 
extended stationary periods, with hotel and auxiliary system 
electrical loads provided instead via a much smaller on-board 
generator set. While this might initially appear a peripheral 
consideration in terms of overall fuel saving potential, 
recorded duty cycle data provided by one of the UK’s leading 
rail freight operators indicated that locomotives can spend in 
the region of 84 percent of the time operating at idle.

In late 2012, GE Transportation contracted Ricardo to oversee and validate 
fuel economy tests on its new Class 70 locomotive against the current 
Class 66 locomotive that currently represents the majority of rail freight 
movements in Great Britain. Anthony Smith reports

fuel economy is put to the test
Locomotive
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GE Transportation’s Class 70 PowerHaul® 
Following publication of the Department for Transport study, 
GE Transportation contacted Ricardo expressing interest 
in a further collaboration to validate some of the fi ndings of 
the previous project. The US locomotive builder had already 
introduced its new Class 70 locomotive to the UK market 
and, fi tted with its four-stroke PowerHaul® engine, the model 
not only incorporates many of the features recommended 
by Ricardo but also complies with EU Stage IIIa emissions 
regulations calling for 7.4 g/kW.hr NOx. 

To demonstrate the fuel-effi  ciency credentials of the Class 
70 against the Class 66, GE Transportation commissioned back-
to-back tests to be carried out in November 2012 at Wabtec 
Brush Traction’s facility in Loughborough, UK. To ensure that the 
tests were carried out according to a robust methodology and 
in an accurate and thoroughly objective manner, GE contracted 
Ricardo to oversee the work and to validate the test and analysis 
approach taken as well as the results generated.

“We were very pleased to have been contracted by GE 
Transportation to oversee these back-to-back locomotive fuel 
consumption tests,” commented Ricardo head of rail vehicle 
technology, Jim Buchanan. “This work naturally builds upon the 
study with the UK Department for Transport that we reported 
in March 2012, and provides an extremely rare opportunity to 
evaluate a locomotive typical of the current Great Britain rail 
freight fl eet against a state-of-the-art vehicle comprising many 
of the technologies that we recommended for consideration in 
that study.”

Testing Methodology
The Class 70 locomotive tested – which is owned by GE 
– incorporates common rail fuel injection and Miller cycle 
timing to achieve compliant emissions while avoiding the 
usual trade-off  of eff orts to reduce NOx leading to increased 
fuel consumption. In addition to its automatic engine stop/
start capability, the APU provides power to auxiliary systems 
which allows shutdown of the main engine and provides power 
for auxiliary loads. The locomotive also has the capability to 
divert power generated during dynamic braking which would 
otherwise be wasted, to feed the auxiliary loads.

The Class 66 locomotive used for the back-to-back test was 
loaned by a current UK rail freight operator for this purpose. 
This locomotive complies with UIC 1 emissions, (up to 12 g/
kW.hr of NOx), and is typical of the bulk of the UK’s Class 66 
fl eet. The locomotive was up to date with its maintenance 
schedule and the engine had operated for about 14,059 
MW.hrs indicating that it was mid-life.

The two locomotives were fed from a fuel tank incorporating 
a weighing load cell, giving a weight accuracy of about 0.02 
percent. Both locomotives used fuel from the same batch. The 
main and auxiliary electrical power generated during testing 
was measured, and in the case of the Class 66, account was 
taken for the mechanically driven auxiliaries. A shop air supply 
was applied to the locomotives to prevent the on-board 
compressor systems from activating – such activation would 
have caused a spike of power demand. Each locomotive was 

Below, right, and 
on page 21; GE 
Transportation’s 
Class 70 locomotive 
is equipped with 
a four-stroke 
PowerHaul® engine 
complying with EU 
Stage IIIa emissions 
regulations and 
incorporates many 
of the features 
recommended 
by Ricardo in its 
study for the UK 
Deportment for 
Transport, published 
in early 2012
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run several times in each power notch to ensure operating 
stability and consistent results in the amount of fuel burn 
recorded and power generation measured. Corrections were 
applied for alternator effi  ciency and fuel energy content, 
resulting in specifi c fuel consumption for available traction 
power at each power notch.

The output from the testing was the net tractive specifi c 
fuel consumption in each power notch. In other words, it was a 
test of the amount of fuel required to generate each kilowatt 
of haulage power, along with consumption at idle. Although the 
tests were undertaken within one week of each other there was 
a small diff erence in ambient temperature, and the results were 
corrected for this. Ricardo has prepared a detailed report for GE 
Transportation on the testing work, confi rming that accurate 
and fair methods were used to gather and present the results.

Results obtained
Using duty cycle data sourced from UK rail freight operators, 
based on typical Class 66 locomotives used in normal traffi  c, 
it was possible to estimate the time spent in each power 
notch, including idle. This was broadly similar to the duty 
cycles adopted in Ricardo’s earlier work for the Department 
for Transport. By using the power notch net traction 
specifi c fuel consumption for each of the locomotives, the 
fuel consumption over the duty cycle was calculated and 
compared. 

This analysis of the test results showed that the Class 
70 PowerHaul® locomotive would save 18 percent of fuel 
in comparison with the Class 66 currently representing the 
majority of the UK’s locomotive fl eet. In addition, further 
signifi cant fuel savings could be made by the Class 70 
locomotive when closing down the engine during extended 

idling using the automatic engine stop/start system and 
Auxiliary Power Unit (APU), or by using power from the 
dynamic brake being used for driving auxiliary loads. 

“It is an extremely rare opportunity to be able to carry 
out directly comparable fuel consumption tests on railway 
locomotives,” observed Ricardo’s Jim Buchanan. “The results 
obtained clearly indicate the signifi cant fuel savings provided 
by the Class 70 in comparison with the older Class 66 vehicle. 
This – in addition to the locomotive’s compliance with the 
latest emissions regulations – will make it an attractive 
candidate for operators considering new vehicle purchases or 
lease contracts. The fact that the measured fuel consumption 
of the older Class 66 was noticeably higher than the estimates 
of our report for the Department for Transport makes the 
case for the retro-fi tting of new technology packages in the 
absence of vehicle replacement all the more compelling.”

 “The Class 70 PowerHaul® locomotive is one of GE’s most 
technologically advanced, fuel-effi  cient and low-emissions 
diesel-electric freight locomotives to date, providing a clean 
and effi  cient solution for rail freight operators,” said Gary Lacy, 
PowerHaul® Platform Leader of GE Transportation. 

“By having these back-to-back tests conducted, GE 
Transportation wanted to demonstrate to its customers 
and other rail freight stakeholders the true scale of fuel 
savings that are possible from this product in comparison 
with the Class 66 vehicle which is still widely used within 
the UK, explained Lacy, “I would like to thank Ricardo for its 
role in overseeing and validating the testing and analysis 
methodology. Ricardo’s expertise in powertrain technology, 
together with its international reputation for unbiased opinion, 
has been crucial in ensuring the accuracy and objectivity of 
these locomotive fuel consumption tests.” 

“I would like to thank Ricardo for its role in overseeing and validating the testing 
and analysis methodology. Ricardo’s expertise in powertrain technology, together 
with its international reputation for unbiased opinion, has been crucial in ensuring 
the accuracy and objectivity of these locomotive fuel consumption tests” 
Gary Lacy, PowerHaul® Platform Leader of GE Transportation
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RICARDO NEWS

The UK Ministry of Defence (MoD) 
has confi rmed its order for the next 
prototype stage of development of 
a revolutionary high performance, 
lightweight diesel engine intended for 
marine outboard applications on the 
fast, rigid infl atable boats used by the 
Royal Navy. 

The Cox Powertrain engine concept 
– with many patents pending – is based 
on a supercharged, two-stroke diesel 
opposed piston architecture with Scotch 
Yoke crankshaft and a central injector 
position. This engine topology promises 
a power-to-weight ratio comparable 
with high performance gasoline engines, 
whilst delivering diesel fuel consumption 
and a package volume around half that 
of a state-of-the-art diesel engine. The 
engine is being developed to meet the 
demanding operating conditions of a 
military application in which extreme 
diesel performance, light weight and 
small package size are critical to mission 
performance, and must be delivered 
alongside robustness and high reliability 
of operation. 

Cox Powertrain approached Ricardo 
at an early stage to provide assistance 
both in developing the Cox engine 
concept and in supporting the growth 
and development of the Cox Powertrain 
business from a small start-up 
operation to one capable of taking the 
fully developed product to market. 
Cox Powertrain re-located to secure 
premises at the Ricardo Shoreham 
Technical Centre site in 2011 and with 
Ricardo support, has now successfully 
completed the detailed design phase. 
This has included an intensive computer 
aided engineering (CAE) programme 
using both commercial and proprietary 
Ricardo software tools, in order to 
optimize and validate the design to an 
extremely high level prior to prototype 
manufacture. Having concluded the 
design phase the new MoD contract 
announced today will support Cox 
Powertrain and Ricardo as they pursue 
preparation and further development of 
the engine in prototype form. 

The Cox opposed piston engine 
concept – the original invention of the 

company’s founder, former F1 designer 
David Cox – has been the subject of 
fully subscribed private investment 
rounds raising development capital of 
£6.7 million, and has already attracted 
previous external funding from the MoD 
to support the accelerated development 
of its detailed design

The need for lightweight 
power from heavy fuel
The armed forces of NATO countries 
are increasingly mandating the use 
of a single heavy fuel across multiple 
defence applications, through initiatives 
such as the US Army’s “One Fuel 
Forward” policy, and the Royal Navy’s 
desire to reduce the use of gasoline 
engines at sea. This strategy is being 
followed in order to reduce the logistical 
challenges of supporting multiple fuels 
in theatre, as well as avoiding the safety 
risks to personnel associated with use 
of gasoline in hostile situations. There 
is a pressing need therefore to develop 
ultra-reliable, high power-to-weight 
ratio militarized diesel (a.k.a. heavy 
fuel) engines for applications ranging 
from marine outboards to UAVs. Similar 
market drivers are also expected to 
increasingly infl uence the markets for 
future civilian applications – particularly 
in the leisure marine sector. 

Defence

Cox Powertrain and Ricardo collaborate 
on advanced engine concept

Latest developments from around the global Ricardo organization

The Cox opposed 
piston engine 
topology promises a 
power to weight ratio 
comparable with high 
performance gasoline 
engines
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Agricultural and Industrial Vehicles

Doosan Infracore 
selects Ricardo low 
emissions technology

Doosan Infracore is a highly successful 
international business with a stated ambition to 
become one of the world’s top three construction 
equipment and machine tool companies by 
2020. The company is a leader in Korea’s heavy 
machinery industry with a worldwide reputation 
for continuously developing new technologies 
and improving product quality, founded on a 75 
year history of consistently meeting the changing 
demands of its customers.

Ricardo and Doosan Infracore have been 
collaborating on a range of programmes, in 
particular relating to the achievement of US Tier 
4 emissions regulations which will be required 
for the diesel engines used in the company’s 
off -highway and construction equipment 
products in international markets. Central 
to this collaboration is the incorporation of 
Ricardo’s patent-pending TVCS clean combustion 
technology which enables Tier 4 fi nal emissions 
standards to be met with minimal requirement for 
particle aftertreatment. As a result, unlike many of 
its competitor engines, the new Doosan Infracore 
compact engine family does not require a diesel 
particulate fi lter to meet these stringent new 
emissions regulations.

Doosan Infracore recently held an opening 
ceremony for its all-new Compact Engine Plant 
in Incheon, Korea, where Tier 4 fi nal compliant 
versions of its new compact engine family – in 
1.8, 2.4 and 3.4 litre capacity variants – will be 
manufactured. Amongst the customers of these 
state-of-the-art engines featuring Ricardo’s 
fl agship TVCS clean technology is leading 
international equipment company Bobcat, which 
has announced plans for Tier 4 solutions that 
include Doosan-built engines powering some of its 
equipment line-up for 2014. 

Weichai Power is one of China’s 
leading engine manufacturers for 
the commercial vehicle, off -highway, 
marine and power generation 
markets. Under a recently awarded 
contract Ricardo will collaborate 
with Weichai on a pre-concept study 
for the new family of engines of 
confi gurations ranging from inline 
6-cylinder to V16 variants. 

The new engine is intended for 
power generation applications of 
between one and three megawatts, 
and is targeted at achieving 
internationally competitive levels of 

performance and fuel economy and 
durability and cost of ownership.

“Weichai Power is pleased to be 
collaborating with Ricardo on this 
innovative new engine concept 
study,” said Weichai Power executive 
president Mr Sun Shaojun. “The 
mission of our company is ‘Green 
Power, International Weichai’ and 
this collaboration with Ricardo is very 
much aligned with the aspiration 
of Weichai to produce fuel effi  cient 
engines that are both clean and 
internationally competitive.” 

Commercial Vehicles

New engine for China’s 
Weichai Power

Running to more than 650 pages and 
with over 700 detailed illustrations, 
drawings, photographs and tables 
providing easy reference to technical 
guidelines, Internal Combustion 
Engine Design is a unique resource, 
intended as a comprehensive 
reference for both experienced and 
aspiring engine designers who wish to 
develop their skills and make the best 
use of available sources of data and 
information in the design of world-

class engines. Written by 
the former Ricardo chief 
designer John Manning, the 
book explains the progress 
of engine design at a level of 
detail signifi cantly beyond 
what might be expected of 
an educational text book 
or engineering guide. It 
takes the reader through 
the stages required in 
the design evolution and 
optimization of engine 
components and systems. 

Many of the techniques 
and methods described 
are applicable to almost 
any mechanical design 
application. The book is 
divided into two parts: the 
opening chapters describe 
current processes and 
procedures of state-

of-the-art design engineering in a 
generic manner that is of relevance 
to any complex mechanical product 
development. It then goes on to 
set out – in an unprecedented level 
of detail – component and system 
design engineering as applied to the 
development of world-class internal 
combustion engines.

Published by Ricardo, Internal Combustion 
Engine Design is available in hardcover at a price 
of £90 from http://estore.ricardo.com/. 

Ricardo 

Ricardo publishes engine 
design book
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The Japanese Society of Instrument and 
Control Engineers (SICE) recognized the work 
of Toyota and Ricardo engineers at the annual 
conference of its Control Division which was held 
in Fukuoka, Japan. The award was based on a 
paper presented at the conference by Toyota and 
Ricardo engineers who have been collaborating 
on the reference governor (RG) project.

RG is a model-based control technique 
with potential to significantly reduce engine 
calibration effort, which is also applicable 
to many other applications with feedback-
control systems. It uses a mathematical 
model to predict behaviour of the engine a few 
seconds into the future, enabling optimization 
of the control strategy. In the future, this 
could remove the requirement for calibrators 

to spend time tuning so-called transient 
corrections. The mathematical model builds in 
knowledge of engine characteristics, making 
the calibrator’s job easier and engine control 
more effective. 

Two RG projects have been pursued 
by Toyota with Ricardo support: firstly, 
aftertreatment temperature control, and 
secondly, air path control. The first of these is 
the subject of the award announced today.

“Ricardo is extremely proud to have 
received this prestigious award together 
with our colleagues and research partners at 
Toyota,” said Ricardo Japan president Akio 
Okamura. “Model based control methodology 
offers the prospect of more efficient 
calibration effort and effective engine and 

aftertreatment systems control. I would like to 
personally thank Toyota for selecting Ricardo 
as its partner on this important research 
project, and also the Society of Instrument 
and Control Engineers for recognizing the hard 
work and dedication of the Toyota and Ricardo 
engineers who have progressed development 
of this very promising control concept.” 

“Toyota is pleased that the work of its 
engineers, alongside their colleagues at 
Ricardo, has been recognized with this award,” 
said an executive of Toyota Motor Corporation. 
“We thank Ricardo and SICE for the success 
to date and continue to work on model based 
control development with the aim to reduce 
engine development workload and speed up 
the development process.”

Rail

Ricardo helps Canadian National 
assess natural gas traction
Canadian National is one of North America’s seven Class 1 
railroads, and is widely recognized a leader in terms of fuel 
effi  ciency. The company has a long tradition of examining 
and exploiting technology and operating practices aimed at 
reducing fuel consumption and lessening the environmental 
impact of its operations. 

With the commercial attractiveness of natural gas in North 
America, due to increased eff ective reserves and reduced 
cost of production, Canadian National is investigating the 
practical implications and benefi ts of using natural gas as 
a locomotive fuel. If successful, its use as an alternative 
source of locomotive fuel could have both environmental 
and commercial benefi ts. Whilst there is a clear saving in the 
purchase price of natural gas relative to diesel, the commercial 
case for its adoption as a locomotive fuel must also take 
account of infrastructure and rolling stock conversion costs. A 
fuelling infrastructure would need to be constructed, operated 
and maintained in addition to the adaptation of locomotives 
for dual fuel operation; the ability to revert to diesel fuel is 
essential for operational fl exibility.

To support Canadian National’s research project, Ricardo 
management consultants and engineers provided support 
by reviewing engineering options and the impacts of using 
gas, most importantly identifying any “Red Flag” issues 
which could aff ect viability. Ricardo assessed and evaluated 
both the currently available engine conversion technologies 
as well as those known to be in the development pipeline. 
The company also examined the available technologies for 
gas storage and distribution, including the development of 
recommendations for the confi guration of the gas tender car 
required to supply fuel to the locomotive. Through the work 
carried out by Ricardo, it was thus possible to provide a picture 

of the most signifi cant commercial impacts of operating railway 
locomotives on natural gas. Canadian National has commenced 
testing of two Electro-Motive Diesel locomotives converted for 
operation on natural gas.

“Ricardo is proud to have been able to help Canadian National 
in assessing the potential of natural gas as a locomotive 
fuel,” commented Ricardo head of rail vehicle technology, 
Jim Buchanan. “This work and the subsequent ‘real world’ 
operational testing, is making a valuable contribution to the 
evaluation of this important potential low carbon railway 
technology. This work further reinforces the reputation and 
commitment of Canadian National – and of Ricardo – to the 
development of technology and innovation for fuel effi  cient 
railway operation.”
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